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Abstract— Increasing convergence of virtual space and phys-
ical space driven by society 5.0 has propelled research in
distributed ledgers to identify how trust in autonomous systems
and robotics can be enabled through decentralised frameworks
for decision making and consensus building. Industrial, multi-
robot systems, embedded systems, and more have seen growth
in applications using distributed ledgers. Although progressing,
implementations are currently ad-hoc with middleware systems,
such as ROS, not yet adopting a standard to permit easy
integration of these technologies. Nor is the technology readiness
level of distributed ledgers easily identifiable. This creates
challenges for adoption and system integration.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the convergence between the virtual space and physical
space accelerates [1], interest in the application of Distributed
Ledger Technology (DLT) within the robotics domain from
industrial, social, agri-tech, transport and health care has
been seen [2]. Each of these systems requires resilience and
twenty four seven availability. A principal requirement for
the deployment of robotic systems in the public domain is
to have trust among robots as well as between robots and any
human facing environment these systems are operated within
[3]. Across swarm robots, multi-robot systems, healthcare or
even industrial robots, trust and integrity is a critical factor
[4]. However, robots that operate in remote and hostile envi-
ronments and are often open to the outside world, enabling
attackers an opportunity to take control of a robot with the
potential to disrupt the operations of a fleet or an entire
system [5]. A compromised robot may behave in byzantine
manner which can present danger or harmful situations to
operators or users alike[6]. Blockchain technology has the
potential to play an increasingly important role in providing
levels of trust, security, privacy as well as auditability across
a robotic system not previously available without centralised
co-ordination [7].

Towards this aim, this review explores current applications
of DLT’s in robotics, current challenges and future directions.
Section II reviews the preliminaries of blockchain, section
III current applications, section IV integration of DLTs into
robotic middleware, section V and VI conclude with a
discussion and conclusion respectively.
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II. PRELIMINARIES OF DLT

This section introduces the component technologies of
blockchain. It begins by briefly describing blockchain ar-
chitecture, consensus algorithms, smart contracts, and key
functional properties of blockchain.

A. Architecture

A distributed ledger or blockchain can be considered
as a time stamped cryptography connected linked list of
immutable blocks [8]. When a block is generated, it is
appended to its parent block and linked via a cryptographic
hash pointer which consist of the parent block itself [9].
Each block, which consists of transactions as well as header
information, then acts to create a continually updating ledger
[10]. as shown in Fig. 1. Each block in the chain therefore
implicitly verifies the integrity of the full chain preceding it.
This distributed ledger or blockchain, is held and validated
by all participants in the network [11].

Fig. 1. A blockchain is organized into blocks. Each block consists of two
components - a header and body. The header contains the metadata of the
previous block which creates a chain in the form of a linked list. The body
contains the transaction data that forms part of the block header [12].

B. Consensus Algorithms

A peer to peer distributed blockchain system requires a
consensus mechanism to ensure that one conical blockchain
state across the peer to peer network is maintained [13].
A key feature of the consensus mechanism is to provide a
practical solution to the Byzantine Generals Problem [14].
Proof of Work [15], Proof of Stake [16], Delegated Proof
of Stake [17] and Proof of Elapsed Time [18] are all
highly popular consensus mechanisms. A review of these
mechanisms, and others, has previously been covered by [19]
and [20].

C. Smart Contracts

A Smart Contract is a self-executing contract where the
conditions of the contract between the interested parties are
enforced by consensus protocols [21]. Contracts are written
in the form of a computer program that exists across a



distributed, decentralized blockchain network. The contracts
can encode any pre-defined rules and execute the correspond-
ing operations when defined conditions are satisfied [22].
Smart contracts allow transactions to be conducted between
anonymous or untrusted parties without the need for a central
authority.

D. Key Properties of Blockchain

Evaluation of distributed ledgers is a critical component
when choosing where to build distributed infrastructure.
Accessibility, throughput, scaleablity and capacity are useful
metrics. Within a middleware robotics messaging system,
such as the Robotic Operating System (ROS) [23], millions
of real time or queued messages can be available to be
published or subscribed to at any one time. This provides
key constraints.

1) Throughput: is the number of transactions that can
be processed by the chain during every block period [24].
Blocks times are poisson distributed and can range from a
few seconds to a few hours, depending on the blockchain.

2) Latency: is the amount of time it takes for a transac-
tion, from being first issued to being confirmed in a block and
achieve a consensus [25]. Latency can be measured by the
Time To Finality (TTF) of which the transaction is deemed to
be practically irreversible. This metric varies per blockchain.

3) Fault Tolerance: specifies the number of dishonest or
faulty nodes that can be tolerated by the blockchain at any
one time [26]. A blockchain network or a individual node
should be able to sustain a considerable quantity of dishonest
nodes and still achieve a network consensus.

4) Energy Consumption: is a primary concern due to the
potential environmental impact of poorly sourced energy
[27]. Proof of Stake blockchains can consume over 75%
less energy than Proof of Work, but at a cost of possible
equitability [28].

5) Scaleability: is the ability of the distributed ledger
to function without any degradation as the chain grows
and more users take part in the network. Scaleability is a
combination of throughput, storage, and chain growth [25].

6) Cost: of transacting on distributed ledgers is derived
by two main types of transaction - deployment and execution
[7]. Deployment is the cost of deploying a contract to the
blockchain network. Execution is the act of calling that
contract and interacting with it, either though reading or
writing. Any state change that takes place on a blockchain
has an associated execution cost. The larger the state change
made, the higher the associated cost.

III. APPLICATIONS OF DLT

The requirement for robots to have robust and secure and
communication and the ability to build an agreed distributed
consensus provides new opportunities for DLT applications.
This section outlines applications of DLT within the robtics
domain across industrial robotics, swarm robotics, multi-
robot systems and embedded systems.

A. Industrial Robots

Smart factories are increasingly being deployed with a
reduced workforce powered by smart IoT to cut costs and
improve margins [29]. Automatic logging, quality control,
data collection and associated utilisation data are now form-
ing part of the new digital economy. As well as improving
operational costs, the digitisation of industrial systems may
provide a new potential data stream that can be commer-
cialised [30].

Ferandes et al., [31] built on previous work by Lopes
et al., [32] on detecting anomalies among robotic events.
They present an approach utilising the Tezos blockchain
to demonstrate the reduction of bottleneck points in an
assembly line by reducing the miss or unintentional behavior
of robots. This extends upon the work of Lopes by creating
a separate chain, RobotChain, that registers events in closed
environments such as factories which they argue is not
currently possible in an immutable way. They propose smart
contracts as a calling agent to recover a next command once a
defined series of actions has been completed. If this sequence
does not occur within a permitted time (1 second) it is
deemed as failed. A shortcoming of this work is that it is not
immediately clear how utilising a smart contact in this way
will reduce a bottleneck point rather than just highlight it
for attention. Further work including process load balancing
may help resolve this.

To address the above challenge, a concept of robonomics is
introduced by Kapitonov et al., [33]. Their work describes the
organisation of a smart factory using multiple autonomous
agents. Here, they build on Ethereum and smart contracts to
present a robot economy by which agents choose their own
behavior and build consensus with one another. They note
a key principle of robonomics is the decentralized nature,
multiplicity and heterogeneity of an autonomous agent sys-
tem. They deploy a market token system using messaging
exchange over the Interplanetary File System (IPFS) to
organise topics for publisher and subscriber. All network
agents are automatically subscribed to a aira market topic
from which all other topics are then created depending on the
needs of the smart factory. An aira ros bridge was created
to perform low level interaction between ROS and the smart
contract. Their results show that a successful market place
was launched and organised over four factories successfully
performing 36 transactions. One potential shortcoming of the
work is how the smart contract is organised for scaleablity.
Depending on the number of transactions made, message
ordering may get misaligned causing the market process to
become out of sync.

B. Swarm Robotics

Applications of swarm robotics have seen use in military
applications [34], search and rescue operations [35], logistics
[36], and monitoring and mapping within precision farming
[37]. These environments are challenging and are prone to
a variety of attacks. Blockchain as a decentralised platform
can help alleviate these concerns by validating, using various



smart contracts, the automation and data sharing between
authorised agents over openly available infrastructure.

Strobel et al., [12] demonstrated a proof of concept to
address the challenge of collective decision making among
a swarm of byzantine robots. They note that robotic swarm
systems often claim high fault tolerance in lab conditions
only, and note that real world scenarios are virtually ignored
in the presence of byzantine robots, that they define as
robots with arbitrarily faulty or malicious behavior. They
note that a single byzantine robot could be sufficient to let
current swarm coordination mechanisms fail with volatile or
detrimental consequences.

They compared two scenarios, a classical scenario and a
blockchain scenario where robots moved around a black and
white checkerboard to determine the most frequent colour
in the environment. In the classical approach the behaviours
is determined by a probabilistic finite state machine with
explorations states Ei and dissemination Di states. A random
walk is used to explore the board. They use a voting mech-
anism in the last 30 ticks of the state at timestep i, when in
the dissemination state to receive opinions from other robots
on the most frequent colour on the board. The blockchain
scenario replicates the classical scenario, but upon decision
making each robot issues its own state to be mined through
a PoW action. When two robots are near one another, their
own copy of the chains combine and the longest chain will
be seen as the truth. Their results show that in the presence
of byzantine robots the classical approach will converge to
the wrong colour if the simulation is not stopped at a sub-
swarm consensus. However, they demonstrate that during the
blockchain approach, consensus is achieved and the right
colour chosen, in a fully decentralised way. They note a
shortcoming of the work is that PoW will only secure the
system if no individual robot achieves a majority hash rate. A
recommendation to mitigate this, is Proof of Physical Work.

C. Multi Robot Systems

Multi robot systems are similar to swarm systems but lack
a decentralised system at the operational level [38]. This
allows them to have a broader scope than swarms as one
or several robots can complete all of the tasks required.
This provides them different modes of flexibility as they can
contain heterogeneous robots. Today, there are a multitude of
these systems in operation ranging from underwater multi-
robot system [39] to wind turbine maintenance [40].

Basegio et al., [41] proposed an communication architec-
ture to enable a dynamic and decentralised task allocation
system. They argue that the use of a centralised planning
system has a single point of failure that real world multi
complex task systems cannot tolerate. They devise an ar-
chitecture to overcome this constraint using a Belief-Desire-
Intention model [42]. They utilise a blockchiain controller
to allow communication between agents that provides a set
of actions that each agent can be allocated depending upon
its capability. Results are presented for a flooding case study
where task allocation is based on a bidding process using a
Monte Carlo method. Once a bid was won, the task was sent

to the robot as a header file within a block. Shortcomings of
this work is that it is a very high level theoretical framework,
with little detail on the implementation. This makes it almost
impossible to repeat or verify any of the results presented.

Gou et al., [43] present an improved implementation
using a micro-blockchain and a LoRa [44] communication
protocol. The micro-blockchain consisted of seven parts,
which are composed of ID (Robot Number), INDEX (block
number), TIME, CONTENT (sharing data), SELFHASH
(block hash), PREHASH (front block hash), CRC16 (16-bit
CRC check), respectively. The chain structure was formed
by HASH value and stored on each robot node. A novel
heartbeat function was used to control block generation. The
objective of the system is to assign tasks via a voting method
that takes place through mining. They show that a simple
two robot experimental system can come to an agreement
on task allocation within 11 blocks generated over 3 seconds
by 3 nodes. A shortcoming of this work is scaleability. They
concede that system stability is unknown and requires formal
verification to fully validate.

Queralta and Westerlund [45], propose a proof of work
system to enable an online estimation of the available
computational resources at different robots within a multi
swarm system. They then build upon this to define smart
contracts that integrate information about the environment
from different robots in order to evaluate and rank the quality
and accuracy of each of the robots’ sensor data. They utilise
3D lidar data from a 32-channel Velodyne laser scanner, to
obtain environmental feedback. They then push this through
an Ethereum smart contract as a data payload. It is not fully
clear what the benefit of this system is, however the authors
did note that many of the aspects required were first stage
research and not yet available in current blockchains and so
remains theoretical work.

D. Embedded Systems

Systems on a Chip (SoC) and Single Board Computers
(SBC) make a up a large amount of embedded systems. We
see embedded systems around us everyday with the growing
proliferation of IoT and rich connectedness. These twenty
four seven online systems are direct lines of sight for attack
and threat vectors. Accountability is a desirable property of
distributed systems that enables the detection, identification,
and removal of faulty or malicious behavior [46]. Without
a decentralised network, a robot will primarily depend upon
external computational devices for completing specific tasks,
leading to security, safety and response delay issues.

To address the above challenges Falcone et al., [47]
present a blockchain based mapping protocol for distributed
robotic systems running on embedded hardware. The pro-
tocol was based on a robotic system designed to move
on a lattice structure framework for space applications. A
novel consensus mechanism, Proof of Validity (PoV), was
introduced to allow the effort of mining blocks to correlate
with the desired tasks the robotic system was designed for.
Similar to Gou, robot communication was achieved using
peer to peer LoRa radio. Their results show that PoV is



a means of constructing a distributed mapping framework.
The consensus algorithm allowed the robots to traverse the
full surface without collision with enough exploration to
enable the map to be incorporated into the PoV blockchain.
Several trade offs were noted, such as blockchain forks,
hardware requirements for low power embedded systems,
block processing requirements and any form of long term
memory which is critical for chain validation.

IV. DLT INTEGRATION INTO ROBOTIC MIDDLEWARE

Suitable interfacing to robot middleware is required to
enable DLT applications to provide higher level function-
ality - such as smart contracting and consensus building
- that extend little attention has be applied to what these
interfaces. This section outlines the current s of DLT across
robotic middleware, specifically the Robot Operating System,
Lightweight Communications and Marshalling, ZeroMQ and
Open Robot Control Software.

A. The ROS operating System

The Robot Operating System (ROS) [23] is set of software
libraries and tools used to build robotics systems. Its purpose
is to provide a structured communication layer on top of the
host operating system of a heterogeneous compute cluster
[48]. The philosophical goals of ROS are: 1. peer to peer, 2.
tools based, 3. multi-lingual, 4. thin and 5. free and open
source. In many respects, these philosophical aspirations
are shared within the blockchain community. ROS utilises
a nodes based structure which communicate via messages.
Messages are sent by publishing to a relevant topic. Any
node that is interested in these messages then subscribes to
the topic, as shown in Fig. 2. There is no limit to the number
of topics that can be subscribed to (barring bandwidth) or
messages sent. Systems can be packed to enable an out of
the box plug and play type scenario. Although increasing,
a limited number of applications of ROS and DLT have
been found including a ROS-Ethereum covenant bridging
tool [49], ROS-Ethereum bridge for smart factories [33], a
ROS2-Hyperledger Fabric application [50], and a Multyi-
UAV system using ROS1 [51].

B. Lightweight Communications and Marshalling LCM

The Lightweight Communications and Marshalling (LCM)
[52] library is a message passing and data marshalling
protocol. The objective of LCM is to simplify the develop-
ment of low latency message passing systems, with a focus
on real time robotics applications. Messages can be trans-
mitted between different processes using LCM’s publisher
and subscriber message passing system, similar to ROS.
A platform and language independent type specification
language separates message description from implementation
[53]. LCM has achieved popularity by providing a real time
deep message inspection tool that can decode and display
message traffic with little user effort and minimal system
resource requirements. LCM has been used across a range
of domains including land, underwater and aerial robots,
including forklift trucks [54] and indoor robots. To the best

Fig. 2. ROS is a nodes based structure which communicates via messages
and managed via a ROS Master node. Messages are sent by publishing to
a relevant topic. Any node that is interested in a message then subscribes
to the topic. New topics can be created which can then be subscribed to.

of the authors knowledge, no applications have yet been
developed utilising blockchain technology with LCM.

C. ZeroMQ

ZeroMQ [55] is an open-source networking library orig-
inally developed by iMatix under the LGPLv3 license. Al-
though not broadly used as ROS, ZeroMQ has been used
widely in robotics ranging from social robots [56] to cloud
enabled humanoid robots [57]. The ZeroMQ library provides
a compact and simple socket API that can be used to establish
in-process, inter-process or inter-host using TCP or multicast
communication. It supports various types of paradigms from
request/reply to publisher/subscriber models, task distribu-
tion and fan-out using the ZMTP protocol (ZeroMQ Message
Transfer Protocol) [58]. Smart use of message batching,
asynchronous communication and support for zero copy
makes it one of the most efficient libraries for creating
distributed applications. ZeroMQ core is written in C/C++
but it has bindings and native ports for modern languages
and operating systems. Very limited implementations of
blockchain technology utilising ZeroMQ within a robotics
domain have been demonstrated, however a Blockchain-
based Decentralized Forward-Trading Energy Exchange for
Transactive Microgrids [59], was an interesting use case but
outside of the scope of robotic systems.

D. Open Robot Control Software

The Open Robot Control Software (OROCOS) [60], is
an open source, general purpose robot control software
package. The main objective of OROCOS is be a framework
for real-time safe interaction between individual software
components in a robotics system, and to establish a library of
ready-to-use components. As a software project its objectives
are to be modular, flexible, high quality, independent of
commercial robot manufacturers and straightforward to use
for all robotic and computer platforms. The OROCOS Real-
Time Toolkit (RTT) and Component Library (OCL) are
actively developed and used widely by research groups and
companies. Components of the OROCOS ecosystem include



the Bayesian Filtering Library (BFL) and the Kinematics
and Dynamics Library (KDL). OROCOS has integrations
with ROS1 and ROS2, however is not as popular as the
ROS platform. To the best of the authors knowledge, no
applications have yet been developed utilising blockchain
technology with OROCOS.

V. CHALLENGES OF DLT WITHIN ROBOTICS

As the technology used within blockchains continues
to mature several high level challenges are still present.
Performance due to throughput constraints, scaleability due
to chain growth, and appropriate blockchain selection are a
few of the most pressing. This section briefly presents a high
level overview of these challenges and presents some initial
considerations on how these may resolved.

A. Performance

Network performance depends upon factors such as
throughput and latency. Middleware systems such as ROS
that utilises a publisher-subscriber model requires higher
messaging throughput than most current blockchains can
provide block capacity for. Although within ROS there are
queuing mechanism, this would further add complexity in
ordering the messages within a block itself which may impact
order execution of smart contracts. This may be mitigated as
new technologies extend upon current blockchain architec-
ture with new layer two blockchain protocols [61].

B. Scaleablity

Blockchain storage requirements grow as more partici-
pants, such as robots or associated middleware nodes utilise
the network. This increasing demand is placed upon the
network operators to ensure that they are keeping up with
chain growth. For example, validating the most recent block
- or tip - of the chain, and ensuring that the storage of the
chain is available for constant validation and interrogation
by smart contracts is one such requirement. Additional to
extending a blockchain into further layers, developing new
techniques to parallelise transactions via techniques such as
sharding [62] - splitting the storage of the ledger and/or data
used to recreate the ledger across many shards - or utilising
a sidechain [63] - a secondary blockchain connected to the
main blockchain via a pegging mechanism - can support
scaleablity requirements. However, potential tradeoffs could
be reduced security or decentralisation of the network [2].

C. Selection

As the blockchain ecosystem has evolved, the requirement
to standardise a method to identify blockchain technology
maturity has grown. The Technology Readiness Level (TRL)
[64] is one example of a standard to assess technology
maturity and is used across many domains such as aerospace
[65], defence [66], and machine learning systems [67].
Although work has taken place to begin to categories current
blockchain applications into the TRL scale [68], to the best
of the authors knowledge no TRL or equivalent methodology
has been used to directly assess blockchain maturity. A

mechanism to support blockchain selection using a formal
process such as a TRL would benefit DTL development
across the Robotics and middleware ecosystems.

VI. DISCUSSION

Distributed ledger technology and its applications within
robotics is a developing field of research across a broad
range of robotic and system domains. Approaches from
industrial robots to swarm robotics have illustrated the di-
verse challenges DLTs can be applied towards. Advances
in security through the application of smart contracts as
well as group consensus and decision making have extended
on the state-of-the-art through a decentralised lens on what
has classically been a centralised problem. Such applications
require considered thought towards the choice of blockchain
a robotic system will utilise. The choice of blockchain has
mainly been driven by research funding, such as RobotChain,
supported by Tezoz Foundation, or ad-hoc choice based
on developer activity or available documentation to create
a proof of concept. This could prove to be a substantial
bottleneck for future development.

The integration layer of DLT’s across a variety of mid-
dleware applications for robotics and systems control is
evident. Work has trended towards larger and more supported
middleware systems such as ROS. Very few integrations
were found on older or less supported networking and
messaging protocols such as ZeroMQ, LCM or OROCOS. A
majority of the works surveyed that had any DLT integration
into a middleware package, were project specific with little
opportunity for integration. This makes it extremely difficult
to build on past projects, particular as available solutions
tended to be purpose built for a specific need. The lack of
a standard ROS bridging package is a potential challenge
towards further adoption of DLTs within robotic operating
systems.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this review, we examined DLT’s and their applications
within robotics and associated middleware tools. We found
a broad scope of DLT implementations ranging from swarm
robotics to industrial robot applications. The Robot Oper-
ating System had the most usage for building applications
with DLT’s. This review showed that although DLT research
is progressing within a robotic domain, there are still several
challenges; particularly when assessing DLT maturity for de-
velopment upon. The application of DLT’s towards robotics
would benefit from a standardised and coherent readiness
level for DLT’s similar to a Technology Readiness Level. Ad-
ditionally, future work towards building a standardised bridge
between the most popular robotic operating systems, such as
ROS, using DLTs with high readiness levels would provide
value to the community by enabling reuse of modules and
packages between related projects.
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